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1. Introduction 

The idea that prediction is an important component of language comprehension has gained 

considerable ground over recent years (Altmann and Mirkovic, 1999; Christiansen and Chater, 2016; 

Dell and Chang, 2014; Huettig, 2015; Pickering and Garrod 2013). It is interesting therefore that 

prediction in language processing is considered a non-starter in the generative-linguistics view 

(Jackendoff 2002, p. 59). In this theoretical framework, creating a sentence is a highly creative 

process that selects words in a sentence from an infinite number of possibilities. According to 

generative linguistics, the creative speaker cannot be predicted. However, this noble view of the 
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creative speaker is somewhat weakened by findings that spoken language is not quite as complex. 

For instance, much psycholinguistic work has focussed on grammars that allow multiple center-

embedded structures , such as relative clauses, with typical examples like “The dog that the cat that 

the man bought scratched ran away” (Crystal 2011). The reality of language use turns out to be more 

prosaic, and such multiple centre-embedding appears to be almost  non-existent in normal, spoken 

dialogue (Karlsson 2007).  Given that language use is typically simpler and hence more predictable, it 

is thus conceivable that prediction may be a key process in comprehension. Indeed, there is now a 

large body of experimental evidence which suggests that one reason why language processing tends 

to be so effortless, accurate, and efficient is that mature (e.g., Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Kamide et 

al., 2003;  DeLong, Urbach, and Kutas, 2005; Federmeier and Kutas, 1999; Rommers et al., 2013; Van 

Berkum, Brown, Kooijman, Zwitserlood, and Hagoort, 2005; Wicha, Moreno, and Kutas, 2004) and 

developing (e.g., Borovsky, Elman, and Fernald, 2012; Nation, Marshall, and Altmann, 2003; Mani 

and Huettig, 2012, 2014) language users anticipate upcoming language input.  

At this stage, it is important to clarify what we mean by prediction. We define prediction as 

any pre-activation of linguistic representations before any bottom-up input is processed. Note that 

this definition does not exclude the use of statistical properties of language (such as bigram 

frequencies) for language processing (though there is little evidence currently available, which  

unequivocally links statistical learning to prediction, see Huettig and Mani, 2016, for further 

discussion).  

An important short-coming of most of the work on the use of prediction in language 

comprehension is that it has used almost exclusively “lab speech”, which is considerably different 

from the casual speech we typically encounter during our daily interactions. In this chapter, we 

evaluate the possible role of prediction for language comprehension during a normal, spontaneous 

dialogue. 

2. Prediction during natural interactions: Challenges 

Over the last decade, corpus studies have consistently shown that a large amount of 

spontaneous dialogue contains “phonological reductions”. With phonological reductions, we mean 

realizations which differ in their phonological make-up from the canonical form. Note that this 

differs from some usages of the term reduction, which may include somewhat shorter, unaccented 

productions of a word, in which all segments are present. Phonological reductions are ubiquitous in 

spontaneous speech. About every other word differs in one phoneme or more from its canonical 

form (Johnson 2004) and most words have 5 or more phonemically different forms (Keating 1997). 

The word handbag, for instance, may be pronounced alternatively as hanbag or hambag or even 

ambag. While this indicates that comprehension faces quite different challenges in the auditory and 
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visual domain, much of the research on processes in language comprehension, especially on the 

sentence level, treats this difference as negligible. It is, for instance not difficult to find journal 

articles on sentence processing in psycholinguistics for which it is impossible to tell from the abstract 

whether stimuli were presented in spoken or written form. Moreover, models of written- and 

spoken-word recognition are often very similar with regard to the proposed architecture, be it based 

on connectionist (McClelland and Elman 1986; McClelland and Rumelhart 1981) or Bayesian 

principles (Norris 2006; Norris and McQueen 2008). One reason for this treatment of modality 

differences may be the prevalence of what has been called “lab speech” in psychology, which, if not 

otherwise controlled, may be overly clear (for discussion, see Xu 2010). As a consequence, spoken 

words in typical psycholinguistic experiments are pronounced in line with their canonical form so 

that the difference between spoken and written language diminishes and does indeed become a 

minor methodological detail. 

Interestingly, prediction has been considered to be especially useful if the signal is degraded. 

Spontaneous speech is, compared to lab speech, a degraded signal. However, while spontaneous 

speech is definitely more of a challenge for perception than careful lab speech, it is somewhat odd 

to include conversational speech as an example of a “degraded signal”, when, in fact, it is the normal 

usage for which language actually has evolved (Dunbar 1998; Enfield 2003). Note that in the field of 

psycholinguistics most studies start with recording a speaker who reads from a script. Even Xu 

(2010), who defended the use of lab speech, noted that especially reading from an alphabetic script 

may give rise to an overall hyper-articulated speech pattern. In a way, it may hence be more 

appropriate to view read speech as hyper-articulated rather than to view the perception of 

spontaneous speech as an example of “Speech perception under adverse conditions” (Mattys et al. 

2012). However, independent of what one views as normal and what as aberrant (then either 

“hyperarticulated” or “reduced”), it is clear that evidence for the use of prediction comes from 

studies using clear lab speech (or even written text). 

Gagnepain, Henson, and Davis (2012) for instance argued that listeners predict phonemes 

based on the input and their lexical knowledge and that this forms the basis of word recognition 

rather than the more conventional assumption that word candidates compete for recognition. For 

instance, on hearing [fo:mj …], listeners predict that the next segment is [u] since only the word 

formula fits the input [fo:mj]. They tested this account by training participants on new words such as 

formubo. Critically, these words increase the lexical competition, but do not increase the uncertainty 

in predicting the [u] after hearing g [fo:mj …]. This gives rise to differential predictions for a lexical-

competition account and a segment-prediction account. Adding the new word should increase 

lexical competition before the “deviation point” (i.e., the point at which the new newly learned word 
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differs from the existing word), which predicts “more processing” due to the presence of the new 

competitor. However, the prediction of an /u/ after [fo:mj …] is still possible, even with the new 

competitor formubo added, so that “more processing” is only necessary at the new deviation point. 

As an operationalization of “more processing”, the authors used the global field power of the MEG 

signal, using the assumption that larger conflict (either in terms of lexical competition or prediction 

error) leads to a larger MEG response. Under this assumption, the results supported a segment-

prediction account. After learning the new words, there was no evidence of increased competition 

before the deviation point—despite the added lexical competition from the new words. However, 

there was evidence that after the deviation point there was more processing going on, possibly due 

to the increased prediction error after hearing [fo:mju], since now the listener cannot rely anymore 

on the prediction that the next segment must be a [l]. 

Regarding the prediction of phonemes, one problem should be immediately obvious, even 

by looking at the example chosen by Gangepain et al. (2012). They argue that listeners can be sure 

that after [fo:mj …], the next segment has to be [u]. This led them to define the concept of 

prediction error, that is, the amount to which a listener can predict the next segment. The prediction 

error is supposed to be high when the lexicon still allows many possible words with different 

following segments that are still in line with a given input. They calculate the prediction error using a 

standard electronic dictionary. Defining this prediction error is, however, a bit more complex in 

normal, spontaneous interaction. Given the example [fo:mjulɑ], in spontaneous speech, the vowel 

[u] would be likely to be a schwa-like vowel rather than a full vowel, given its post-stress position. 

Importantly, there is evidence that listeners sometimes store alternative representations of 

alternative phonological forms of a given word (Bürki and Gaskell 2012; Connine, Ranbom and 

Patterson 2008; Pitt 2009). The computation of the prediction error is hence far from 

straightforward. Do alternative pronunciations count as well? What happens if a British speakers 

hears the word formula from a North-American speaker who produces the post-vocalic /r/? All these 

questions show that it is difficult to define a prediction error once we go beyond dictionary citation 

forms. Simply using an electronic dictionary with canonical forms does not live up to the challenge of 

recognizing normal, conversational speech. Although this is a problem for all models of word 

recognition, it is especially relevant for a model that makes assumptions about possible 

continuations given the segments already heard. It is again important to remember that Keating 

(1997) found that most words have about 5 different phonemic transcriptions. Although some of 

these may be easy to recover from (for example, the prediction process may not care about the 

difference between the “two schwas”, see Keating, 1997) it seems evident that once we take 

reductions into account it becomes less straightforward to define what the prediction error should 
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be. Note that similar problems exists for model of predictive language processing that focus on other 

levels of representation. Levy (2008) proposed a model of syntactic parsing that makes use of 

predictability to allocate processing resources. According to this model, resources are mostly 

allocated when the next word class is unpredictable. Just as the presence of segments is more 

difficult to predict in spontaneous speech, this type of model has problems with false starts, 

hesitations, and repetitions, that often occur in spontaneous speech (e.g., “it is on on the left side”). 

An additional problem arises if we consider that the model proposed by Gangepain et al. 

(2012) seems to necessitate a strict order of phoneme slots on which to base a prediction for what 

the next slot is. However, deciding whether a phoneme is there or not is not straightforward in 

spontaneous speech. In the Kiel Corpus of Spontaneous Speech (IPDS 1994), the manual gives an 

additional transcription symbol for phonemes which are deleted, but for which some residual may 

be heard in the signal. Manuel (1992) provides the example of the minimal pair sport and support, 

which may sound close-to-identical in spontaneous speech, but with some residual evidence that the 

intended word was support, even if there is no vowel-like segment between [s] and [p]. While such 

“lost phonemes” may sometimes be recoverable (Spinelli and Gros-Balthazard 2007), this is unlikely 

to be the case for all examples. Moreover, signal-based cues such as those discussed by Manuel 

(1992) are likely to be probabilistic, that is, there remains some uncertainty whether there is an 

additional phoneme or not. This gives rise to the question how a listener would be able to predict 

the next phoneme if s/he is not even certain how many phonemes have been heard already. 

This indicates that it may be a significant challenge to scale up a phoneme-prediction model 

to the challenge of normal, spontaneous speech. To reiterate, while other models of word 

recognition also have difficulties with accounting for word recognition given reductions, this 

problem is particularly problematic for a prediction model because of the following reasons. First, 

the variation in normal spontaneous speech makes it difficult to even define a prediction error, a 

very basic concept in such a prediction model. Second, the model requires certainty about the 

number of phonemes, which again is unlikely to be the case in spontaneous speech. 

This is not just a problem that arises at phonetic/phonological levels of representation. A 

similar problem also arises for prediction on a word-by-word basis. Just as there sometimes is 

uncertainty about the number of phonemes that have been in the input, sometimes there is 

uncertainty about the number of words in the input (Dilley and Pitt 2010). Only in exceptional 

circumstance do we become aware of such processes. A well-known case are the words uttered by 

Neil Armstrong while leaving the Apollo spacecraft to set foot on the moon: “That's one small step 

for [a] man, one giant leap for mankind”. Note that the presence of the indefinite article [a] makes 

quite a difference. Without the [a], the quote seems internally contradictory, because “for man” can 
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also be interpreted as “for mankind”, so that his step would be, for mankind, at the same time a 

small and giant one. Importantly, “for a” and “for” are difficult to distinguish in spontaneous speech, 

as there is no clear “two-syllable” structure with a dip in intensity between for and a, especially for 

speakers from Central Ohio (such as  Neil Armstrong). These speakers tend to produce both for and 

for a as something like "fer", the distinction being based on the duration of one vowel-like segment. 

Dilley et al. (2013) measured the actual duration of the vowel-like segment in for (a) in the 

Armstrong quote and found that it is, after taking into account overall speech rate, in the ambiguous 

range between typical “for” and typical “for a”, but leaning towards a “for a” interpretation. This 

exercise indicates that predicting words may, just as predicting phonemes, be more difficult in 

normal, spontaneous speech. If one is not sure what has just been said (as often will be the case), 

how can one predict the next word? 

The problem is greatly aggravated if one looks at the role of prediction in the perception of 

continuous spontaneous speech. Note that the crucial question here is not really whether context 

helps the recognition of reduced forms. It has been demonstrated multiple times that severely 

reduced words are in fact only recognizable with sufficient context (Ernestus, Baayen and Schreuder 

2002; Janse and Ernestus 2011); the question is whether reduced word forms in fact benefit more 

from sentence context than canonically produced words, and especially whether such effects are 

attributable to an active prediction process rather than post-lexical integration. Given the 

prominence that has been given to the idea that prediction may be especially important if the 

bottom-up signal is sub-optimal, it is surprising that only very few studies actually allow to evaluate 

such a claim. In the next section, we focus on five studies that allow to directly investigate what the 

role of prediction in spontaneous speech may be;1 two of these used “lab speech” (Mitterer and 

Russell 2012; Viebahn, Ernestus and McQueen 2015), that is sentences were constructed especially 

for the given study while three other studies used samples from a corpus of conversational speech 

(Brouwer, Mitterer and Huettig 2013; Magyari and de Ruiter 2012; van de Ven, Ernestus and 

Schreuder 2012).  

Two questions are important for the evaluation of the claim that active prediction is 

especially important for word recognition in natural interaction when dealing with reduced forms. 

First, is the benefit for reduced forms really larger than for canonical forms? Second, are reduced 

words particularly predictable from their context? 

                                                             
1 There is a considerable literature that information structure influences syllable duration (e.g., Aylett 

& Turk 2004). However, such findings do not necessarily show that there is segmental reduction, as 
deaccented versions of a word may still contain all segments. In fact, this literature may be better viewed as 
investigating strengthening of new information rather than reduction of given information. 
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3. Prediction during natural interactions: Data 

The two studies using “lab speech” evaluated how Dutch listeners recognize past participles 

in which the prefix has undergone schwa reduction. That is, the participle gelacht (Engl., laughed) is 

produced as [xlɑxt] rather than [xəlɑxt]. As this concerns lab speech, these data are relevant to 

answer the question whether prediction has a particularly strong effect on reduced as compared to 

canonical forms. The main question of Mitterer and Russell (2013) was whether such words are 

recognized more easily if the past participle is a frequent word form (note that lemma and word-

form frequency were highly correlated for this item set, so that these two factors cannot be 

separated). To that end, they created sentences in which the last word had to be a past participle 

that was either low- or high-frequent (e.g., Afgelopen nacht heeft hij veel gedroomd/gedronken, 

Engl. Last night he has dreamt/drunk a lot). These past participles were presented in either full or 

reduced form, and the efficiency of word recognition was measured with the printed word version 

of the  visual-world eye-tracking paradigm (Huettig and McQueen 2007; McQueen and Viebahn 

2007). That is, while listening to these sentences, participants saw four printed words on the screen, 

containing printed versions of both participles. Note that the pairs of participles were purposefully 

chosen to also overlap in the stem part (gedroomd – gedronken) in order to maximize the 

uncertainty and the lexical competition between the items. The main finding of this study was that 

the reduction costs (i.e., the difference in fixation proportions on the correct word given a full or 

reduced pronunciation) were stronger for the low frequency participles than the high frequency 

participle. This mirrors effects in production; schwa reduction is more likely in high-frequency than 

low-frequency Dutch past participles (Pluymaekers, Ernestus and Baayen 2005). More important for 

the current topic, Mitterer and Russell also performed a cloze test with their items to test how 

predictable each target word was. The results revealed only a small collinearity between lexical 

frequency and predictability, so that their respective effects could be distinguished. The results 

showed that predictable items were recognized better, that is, the fixations converged on the target 

quicker if the target was predictable. However, there was no indication of an interaction of 

predictability with reduction: Full forms benefitted as much from predictability as reduced forms. 

This finding contradicts the assumption that prediction is especially important if the bottom-up 

signal is sub-optimal. While the study of Mitterer and Russell (2013) was not explicitly designed to 

test the role of predictability in sub-optimal conditions, it provides a first clue that such effects may 

not be strong and hence not easy to find. 

This conclusion is supported by the findings of Viebahn, Ernestus, and McQueen 2015), who 

designed their study to test the role of syntactic predictability. They also used the visual-world 

paradigm with printed words. In their case, predictability was manipulated by syntactic means as 
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follows. In Dutch subordinate clauses with an auxiliary verb and a past participle, there are two 

possible word orders. The auxiliary verb may precede or follow the main verb (Ik weet zeker dat hij 

{heeft geleund|geleund heeft} op de houten tafel, Engl., I know for sure that he has leaned against 

the wooden table). Crucially, if the auxiliary verb comes first it must be followed by the past 

participle, so that the past participle is predictable in that situation. In fact, this is a rather strong 

implementation of predictability, especially given how the visual-world experiment was set-up. For 

the sentence with the target geleund, a phonological competitor without schwa gleuven /xløvə/ 

(Engl., grooves) was used, which perfectly matches the onset of a reduced form of geleund, which is 

[xlønt]. Note that the use of gleuven is not syntactically licensed after an auxiliary, so that in fact it 

can be excluded as a potential competitor on syntactic grounds. Despite this strong manipulation of 

predictability, Viebahn et al. did not find consistent interactions of predictability and phonological 

reductions over a series of three experiments. Nevertheless, there were robust effects of both 

predictability and phonological reduction. If the words were reduced, participants took longer to 

look towards and click on the past-participle targets than if they were presented in full form. If the 

past participles were predictable, they were clicked on and looked at faster than if they were not 

predictable. However, no consistent interaction between the predictability and the reduction costs 

emerged in the three experiments by themselves. Only when the data from the three experiments 

were merged, did Viebahn et al. find an interaction of these two robust main effects, with 

predictability moderating the costs of phonological reduction. It is particularly interesting in which 

measures this interaction manifested itself. Viebahn et al. defined different time windows2 in their 

eye-tracking analysis: one time window before the onset of the word to test whether there is active 

prediction, one while listening to the word, and two additional time windows for the interval after 

word offset to the click response. The interaction of predictability and phonological reduction was 

only significant in the reaction times and the latest of the four time windows in the analysis from the 

eye-tracking data. That is, the early processing of the reduced word form was not influenced by 

predictability. Note that this pattern is opposite to what one would expect if listeners were indeed 

actively predicting an upcoming target in situations in which bottom-up input is sub-optimal. Such an 

account would predict that effects arise early in the recognition of reduced forms. Instead the 

results seem to show that sentence context effects may come in only late. These data thus suggest 

                                                             
2 These time windows took into account a 200ms time lag for initiating a saccade based on 

the acoustic input. This is a relatively large estimate for this lag, so that the failure to find early 

effects cannot be attributed to the way the windows were defined. 
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that it only plays a role at a post-lexical integration stage, clearly not in line with the assumption that 

active prediction plays an elevated role in the perception of phonologically reduced words. 

Moreover, one potential problem with these studies is their use of “lab speech”, that is, the 

sentences were created to be predictable—mostly in written form—and then read out loud by a 

speaker in front of a microphone. Even if, under these circumstances, prediction is possible, this 

might not extend to natural dialogues. Take, for instance, the example of stimuli used by Viebahn et 

al. (2015), in which the crucial part is the auxiliary verb heeft (Engl., has). In spontaneous speech, it 

may be produced as [ef] rather than the canonical [heft], since both /h/ and word-final /t/ are prone 

to deletion (Mitterer and Ernestus 2006; Pierrehumbert and Talkin 1992). Would prediction then still 

be possible, when the listener has a hard time to recognize the auxiliary to begin with? To be fair, 

Viebahn et al. were aware of the problem and noted in their method section that the speaker was 

explicitly asked to produce speech in a casual way. This instruction was effective so that the speaker 

produced examples of prefix reduction in geleund (/xəlᴓnt/ → [xlᴓnt]) spontaneously. However, 

when stimuli are generated by writing them down first, this may give rise to word choices which are 

unusual in spoken dialogue (cf. Hayes 1988). Thus it remains an open question whether prediction is 

important in the context of natural interaction. 

On a more general level, studies with custom-made stimuli fail to address the second of the 

two questions we posed as critical for this section: How predictable are words, and especially 

reduced words, really, in a natural interaction? While there is evidence that statistical properties, 

such as mutual information and lexical frequency, influence the amount of reduction (Ernestus 

2014), it is far from clear that reduced words are actively predictable from their context. 

A study by Van der Ven, Schreuder, and Ernestus (2012) addressed this issue. They 

investigated whether severely reduced words from a corpus of spontaneous speech were 

predictable from the context. The target words were modifying expressions that tend to be 

ubiquitous in natural interactions (such as the English like, which can often be added to a sentence). 

The context—as found in the corpus—was presented either in auditory or written form and either 

the complete sentence or just the preceding context was provided. They found that participants 

were generally better in guessing the correct word (from four options) in the auditory condition: 

With just the preceding context, predictability rose from 33% for the written condition to 40% in the 

auditory condition (chance performance is 25%), and with both preceding and following context, 

performance rose from 45 to 51%. What complicates the comparison among these measures is the 

fact that the options given to participants were different between the context conditions. With just 

the preceding context, participants were given four different words, so that all choices were 

qualitatively similar. However, when both preceding and following context were presented, one 
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option was “no word missing” (remember that the target words were optional modifying 

expressions), which is qualitatively different from the three other choices. This option (which was 

never correct) was also dispreferred by the participants so chance-performance level was above 25% 

(one out of four) but below 33% (one out of three). 

Just as the comparison of the performance between the context conditions (i.e., preceding 

context only or both preceding and following context) is difficult, the comparison of presentation 

mode confounds two factors. The type of modifying expressions used by Van der Ven et al. tend to 

be more likely in spoken than in the written domain (Hayes 1988). The higher success rate in the 

auditory modality may hence simply reflect that listeners took into account that these words were 

more likely to occur in the spoken than in the written modality. The authors, however, focus on the 

fact that presenting the sentence auditorily means to also present the listeners with some 

coarticulatory cues about the identity of the omitted word (see, e.g., Salverda, Kleinschmidt and 

Tanenhaus 2014). While this is certainly the case, it remains difficult to attribute the better 

predictability of the reduced words fully to the presence of auditory cues rather than the difference 

in spoken versus written usage frequencies. 

Nevertheless, the results of Van der Ven et al. (2012) show that strongly reduced words are 

difficult to predict from the preceding context. Even in a multiple-choice cloze task, predicting from 

the preceding context alone is only slightly above chance (33% correct with 25% chance 

performance). This would probably mean that in a free cloze test, the reduced target words would 

have hardly ever been mentioned. This brings us back to a point mentioned in the introduction: 

Many generative linguists considered prediction not to be useful because language is often difficult 

to predict. The study by Van der Ven et al. reinforces this point based on samples of natural 

interactions. It is noteworthy that the best evidence for prediction in language processing comes 

from studies with carefully controlled materials (Altmann and Kamide 1999; Borovsky, Elman and 

Fernald 2012; DeLong, Urbach and Kutas 2005; Kamide, Altmann and Haywood 2003; Mani and 

Huettig 2012; Mani and Huettig 2014; Nation, Marshall and Altmann 2003; Van Berkum et al. 2005). 

The study of Van der Ven et al. (2012) indicates that, in natural interaction, language may often be 

quite unpredictable. Nevertheless, reductions still occur and appear to be tolerated by listeners, 

even if the reduced word is relatively unpredictable from the context. 

A similarly mixed picture for the role of prediction for the recognition of reduced forms 

comes from a study by Brouwer, Mitterer, and Huettig (2013). They also used the visual-world 

paradigm with printed words (just as Viebahn et al., 2015, and Mitterer and Russel 2013), but as 

auditory stimuli, they used excerpts from a corpus of spontaneous speech (just as Van der Ven et al., 

2012). As such, this study addressed both issues, namely, whether reduced words are really 
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predictable and whether prediction is especially important for reduced words. The excerpts were 

chosen because they contained strongly reduced words (e.g., [pjutər] for computer or [mənejə] for 

beneden [bənedə(n)]). As control stimuli, they also found utterances in the corpus containing the 

same words in unreduced form. In these experiments, participants were instructed to click on a 

printed word if it occurred in the spoken sentence, and the main variable was how much and how 

quickly participants looked at the respective targets. Predictability of the target word varied both 

with experimental manipulation and by exploiting differences between the corpus utterances. As an 

experimental manipulation, Brouwer et al. (2013) presented the words just with the sentence they 

were uttered in or with an additional context of a duration of at least 5s. These contexts were either 

the actual contexts in which the target utterances occurred or a random sample of 5s of speech from 

the same speaker. The latter experimental condition may seem odd, since presenting a random 

sample of speech may be a superfluous condition, which should pattern with the control condition 

of not providing any context. This, however, fails to take into account the well-known effects of 

speaker adaptation. There are numerous papers that show that listeners tune their speech 

perception to the particular acoustic patterns of a given speaker. Some of these effects seem to 

occur on a very early, auditory level (Sjerps, McQueen and Mitterer 2013; Sjerps, Mitterer and 

McQueen 2011), while others may be modulated by experience with certain speech styles (Bradlow 

and Bent 2008; Sumner and Samuel 2009). The condition that provides speaker but no relevant 

context information is hence necessary, because the comparison of no context and actual context 

would overestimate the role of the content of the context, as it would include any effect of speaker 

adaptation. 

An additional covariate used by Brouwer et al. was how well the word fitted the wider 

context. This was operationalized with the help of a pre-test: Another group of participants was 

asked how well the target utterance fitted in the wider discourse context. This addresses the issue 

whether reduced words are in fact occurring in especially predictable contexts, the second of our 

two questions. The results of the pre-tests ran counter to this expectation. The reduced forms did 

not occur in especially coherent dialogues, as measured in the pre-test. The contextual fit was 

overall comparable for reduced and canonical forms. The data hence fail to support the assumption 

that speakers reduce especially in those circumstances in which a word may be predictable, as 

assumed by various theoretical accounts of variation in speech (Aylett and Turk 2004; Lindblom 

1990). Nevertheless, there was quite some variation in these judgements for both reduced and full 

forms, making it useable as a covariate. The randomly picked contexts were overall judged to be 

neither fitting nor unfitting, just as one would expect after random sampling. 
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To summarize, the highly reduced words were presented with no discourse context, an 

unfitting discourse context that supplied information about the speaker, or the actual context which 

showed some natural variation in how well they predicted the target words. It is worthwhile to 

consider what the predictions of a prediction account of words recognition are in this case. First of 

all, since a focus on prediction as a means of comprehension highlights the importance of top-down 

information, we should expect relatively little benefit from the randomly sampled contexts in 

comparison to the benefits provided by the real contexts. This difference between actual and 

random contexts should be especially large for reduced forms. Additionally, we should see that the 

difference caused by the differences in coherence of the natural dialogue (as established in the pre-

test) should affect reduced forms more than canonical forms. 

Using the eye-tracking method allowed Brouwer et al. (2013) to test whether listeners could 

predict the target word, as one can evaluate looks to the target words before they have been 

uttered. Figure 1 shows the amount to which participants were able to predict the target, depending 

on the predictability and the phonological form of the upcoming target. The results are somewhat 

surprising as they show an interaction of predictability and phonological form. Prediction only was 

possible when the context was fitting well and the target word was produced in its canonical form. It 

is somewhat surprising that the form of the upcoming—hence not yet presented—target word 

influences whether a word can be predicted or not. Therefore, the authors evaluated how clearly 

the other words in the same sentence were produced and found that the sentences containing these 

reduced target words also carried more reduced words overall elsewhere in the sentence. This 

appears not to be restricted to the materials used by Brouwer et al. (2013). Viebahn, Ernestus, and 

McQueen (2012) report in a corpus study that reduced forms tend to co-occur in natural 

conversations, even if the influence of speech rate is partialled out. This suggest the following: 

Listeners’ ability to predict may depend strongly on how sure they are about what they just heard. 

However, when speech carries a large number of phonological reductions, listeners are often not 

able to predict what comes next, possibly because they are unsure what they just heard. This hence 

may indicate a catch-22 situation for the use of prediction in normal, spontaneous interaction. While 

it makes sense a-priori to assume that prediction may help especially in these sub-optimal 

circumstances, these data seem to indicate that exactly in these circumstances prediction may not 

be possible because the data on which to base a prediction are not good. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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Predictability hence mattered only for canonical forms when we consider active prediction 

before the actual target word is heard. Interestingly, the role of a predictive context changed 

substantially after the target word has been heard. The data of this time window is shown in Figure 

2. As already described above, Brouwer et al. (2013) also presented listener with a context from the 

same speaker, but from a different part of the same conversation. The results show, unsurprisingly, 

that reduced forms are more difficult to recognize than unreduced forms. Surprisingly, however, the 

randomly selected contexts led to the same overall benefits as the actual contexts in which the 

target words occurred (left panel of Figure 2). Even more surprisingly, this pattern is quite similar 

(and statistically indistinguishable) for both full and reduced forms. Exposure to a given speaker 

turns out to be extremely beneficial for listeners in order to decode which words are uttered. Even if 

the context was not relevant at all, content-wise, it was still a great help for listeners. In fact, for full 

forms, it did not matter at all how well the context fitted the conversation, the benefit did not differ 

between the three conditions. These data do not fit well with the focus on top-down information 

that follows from the prediction-account of word recognition, because speaker adaptation is 

typically considered to be a bottom-up process. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Insert Figure 2 about here 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

It is worthwhile at this juncture to digress and note that this result is also interesting in the 

debate about the importance of speaker adaptation. In order to rule out that the effects of context 

are simply due to speaker adaptation, we used speech material from the same speaker but from a 

different part of the conversation. We found that these random contexts still had a quite strong 

beneficial effect on word recognition of the targets. This is interesting in light of the long debate to 

what extent we need to adapt our perception to perceive the correct phonological categories, 

especially for vowels. Classically, studies here focus on identification accuracy. Nearey (1989) 

provides a meta-analysis and concludes that speaker normalization may not be pivotal in vowel 

perception due to vowel inherent cues. Our eye-tracking data provide additional data that speaker 

normalization may nevertheless hugely speed up the efficiency of speech recognition, an effect that 

may not be visible in the untimed identification responses that Nearey based his conclusion on. 

Returning to the issue of prediction and phonological reduction, the only effect of 

predictability arises when we take into account the natural variation in predictability afforded by the 

different actual context from the corpus sampled by Brouwer et al. (2013). The right panel shows the 

effect of adding the actual context for reduced and full forms additionally split up by how well the 

target utterances fitted into their actual discourse context. While the overall benefit from providing 
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the actual context did not differ, the efficiency of word recognition—measured as fixation 

proportion—depends on the amount of coherence for the reduced forms but not the full forms. This 

is in line with the assumption that prediction is especially important for the recognition of reduced 

word forms. The reduced forms were strongly influenced by their contextual fit, while the canonical 

forms were recognized equally well. This suggests that the overall logic arguing for the use of 

prediction—context information may be more influential when the bottom-up signal is sub-

optimal—is sound. However, it remains problematic that, overall, adding more of the actual context 

in which these forms occurred did not affect canonical and reduced forms differently, the overall  

benefit was similar for both types of forms. It also remains problematic that the reduced forms do 

not only occur in high-predictability contexts. Recall that the difficult-to-recognize, relatively 

unpredictable reduced forms were presented in their actual discourse context. This result indicates 

that quite often, the reduced word may not be very predictable, leaving little leverage for active 

prediction to help comprehension of reduced forms. 

 

 

It is important to emphasize here again that the contextual fit of the target word had mirror-

reversed effects in the two time windows. For the canonical forms, it mattered only in the pre-target 

window but for reduced forms, it only mattered in the post-target window. This suggests that 

prediction is only beneficial when speech is pronounced carefully, arguably a listening situation 

when prediction may not be that important for word recognition anyhow. In contrast, when 

prediction would be useful—that is when words are reduced—the overall amount of reduction 

makes it difficult for the listener to predict anything. In the time window of target-word recognition, 

our data suggest that the actual prediction ceases to have any positive impact on word recognition if 

there is a good bottom-up signal. Stated pointedly, in aiding spoken-word recognition, prediction 

only works when it is in fact not particularly useful. 

If one accepts that prediction in language processing is quite limited, there are two possible 

consequences. First, prediction may be overrated as a mechanism in language processing (cf. Huettig 

and Mani, 2016). A second possibility is that prediction serves a different purpose. Evidence for the 

latter possibility comes from a study by Magyari and De Ruiter (2012). They tested how well the final 

words of utterances from a spontaneous speech corpus could be predicted, so their data is relevant 

for the question how predictable spontaneous conversations really are. Their focus, however, was 

not word recognition but the role of predictability in turn-taking during a dialogue. Turn-taking here 

refers to the fact that, in a dialogue, one usually functions as both a speaker and a listener. An 

amazing aspect here is the smoothness with which these transitions occur. Stivers and colleagues 
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(Stivers et al. 2009) analysed corpora from ten different languages, many of which were linguistically 

unrelated. Stivers et al. measured the floor-transfer offset (FTO), which is the time difference 

between one interlocutor’s end of a turn and the start of the next interlocutor’s turn. Note that FTOs 

may be negative, indicating an overlap between the two speakers. Stivers et al. found that all 

languages have a mode in the range of 0-100ms, usually with two thirds of the FTOs occurring in the 

-150 – 250ms windows. This suggests that a no gap-no overlap FTO seems to be a nearly universally 

accepted target in spontaneous dialogue (for discussion, see Heldner 2011). The question pursued 

by Magyari et al. was how this amazing precision is achieved. They used samples from a corpus 

which had previously been used in a perception experiment (De Ruiter, Mitterer and Enfield 2006). 

Based on the results of this experiment, Magyari and De Ruiter selected turns with endings that 

could be predicted well or not. They then used a cloze test with these natural speech samples and 

found that turns whose endings could be well projected (as established in the experiment of De 

Ruiter et al., 2006) were also those turn endings in which either the words itself or at least the 

number of words still to be uttered in the current could be predicted by listeners. 

These results show that prediction may indeed have an important role to play for 

functioning in a natural interaction, as assumed for instance by Pickering and Garrod (2013). 

However, in contrast to Pickering and Garrod we argue that the main role of prediction is to support 

turn transitions in natural interaction rather than facilitating word recognition. One may argue that 

this marginalises the role of prediction, but this is not necessarily the case. This is because producing 

a topical, well-timed contribution to a fast-paced natural interaction is constant “threat to face” 

(Levinson and Brown 1978) for the language user. We conjecture that contributing to the solution of 

this problem is in no way a minor feat. 

This focus on turn transition brings us to another issue not yet raised. Proposals that argue 

for the use of prediction in comprehension (Chang, Dell and Bock 2006; Dell and Chang 2014; 

Federmeier 2007; 2013) also often assume that the production system is used for prediction. 

Pickering and Garrod (2013), for instance, cite several neuro-imaging papers that find motor 

activation in a speech-perception task. It has to be noted, first, that it is not universally agreed that 

these papers provide evidence for the importance of motor activation for spoken-word recognition 

(for discussion, see Hickok, Holt and Lotto 2009). In fact, a recent paper indicates that motor 

involvement may only be important if a task has a “phoneme-awareness component” but not if the 

listener is simply trying to understand the meaning of an utterance (Krieger-Redwood et al. 2013). 

Secondly, the issue of turn-taking raises a conceptual issue about the use of the production system 

for spoken-word recognition. Let us assume for a moment that the production system is indeed used 

for perception. If we now also take into account that, in natural dialogue, one often produces no 
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gap-no overlap FTOs, and the planning of an utterance takes 600ms (Indefrey and Levelt 2004), this 

raises the following question: Which production system is in fact producing these turns, since the 

(other?) production system seems to be busy predicting which words the speaker will utter next? 

Starting your own turn with the same word in which the last turn ended might be a solution, but it is 

not one that speakers actually employ. In fact, analysis of corpora show that the likelihood of a 

content word from a given turn to be repeated in the following turn is in fact only 10%. While we are 

not the first to note this conundrum (Scott, McGettigan and Eisner 2009), it is still the case that this 

issue is not well developed in theories that assume a role of the production system for 

comprehension. 

To summarize, the data on the role of predictability in the processing of spontaneous speech 

indicate that active prediction is difficult in casual conversation given the uncertainty of the 

information on which the prediction is to be based: speech containing phonological reductions. 

Instead we see huge benefits for providing bottom-up information, that is, having heard the speaker 

for some time makes a huge difference for the efficiency of word recognition (see Figure 2). 

Prediction is important for functioning in a dialogue sFigure 1ituation nevertheless. Prediction is a 

crucial part of the turn-taking system, which in turn, is one of the foundations of natural interaction 

(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). Highlighting this function is important, because it has been 

assumed that the evidence for prediction in lab speech must mean that it is helpful for word 

recognition; for what other reason should listeners otherwise predict? 

The current data are hence not in line with the assumption that active prediction is an 

important part of the puzzle when it comes to recognizing reduced words in a natural interaction. 

However, as the number of studies on this issue is still low, and most of these studies have not been 

designed to investigate this issue directly, it would be premature to dismiss the idea outright. What 

should future studies look like? 

4. Further directions 

An important lacuna in our understanding is how predictable words are in a natural 

interaction. This brings us back to the introduction, where we stated that prediction seems to be a 

non-starter from a generative-linguistics point of view. With some psychologists being 

fundamentally opposed to the generative paradigm (e.g., Christiansen and Chater 2008), it seems 

that the opposite position which is currently en vogue—language is predictable—may have been 

adopted too easily. The data by Van der Ven et al. (2012) and Brouwer et al. (2012) seem to indicate 

that natural interactions may not always be easily predictable (a fact, arguably, that we should be 

happy about as language users). However, a research paradigm on the importance of prediction in 

language processing would require more data on how predictable language in a natural interaction 
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really is. Such an effort cannot rely on corpus studies alone, because the human perceiver may not 

be able to store all N-gram probabilities as well as a computational model. It is important to point 

out here that exploiting statistical regularities of language is something quite different from actually 

predicting what comes next, even though these things are sometimes conflated (cf. Huettig and 

Mani, 2016). 

Another issue is the distinction between the use of lab speech and conversational speech. 

We do not oppose the use of lab speech in principle. Xu (2010), for instance, makes several valid 

points that show that the use of lab speech can be useful. Lab speech is not necessarily unnatural 

and affords much better control of experimental variables than the use of material from a corpus. 

For instance, the studies of Mitterer and Russell (2013) and Viebahn et al. (2015) were able to 

actively and precisely manipulate lexical frequency and syntactic predictability in conjunction with 

presenting both a reduced and a full form in the same sentence. Achieving a similar ceteris paribus 

would be impossible to achieve with excerpts from a corpus. Such well-designed experiments with a 

clear cut prediction remain the best tool for establishing causal relationships, even in the age of big 

data (cf. Shadish, Cook and Campbell 2002). The use of lab speech is necessary for such experiments. 

This, however, does not mean that all is well and one can simply record any speaker without 

additional considerations. For instance, we disagree with Xu’s statement that “It is not true, in my 

own experience, that everyone would uncontrollably adopt a careful manner of speaking as soon as 

they are in front of a microphone.” (2010, p. 330) Everything we know from social psychology is that 

our behaviour is quite often influenced by external primes (Kahneman 2011), and that these primes 

often do their work without us being aware of it. There is hence good reason that putting someone 

in front of a microphone—a clear example of an external prime—does indeed lead them to adopt a 

careful speaking style in an uncontrollable, that is, automatic and unconscious, fashion. Despite this 

disagreement about the default mode that speakers adopt in such a situation, we agree with Xu 

(2010) that the speaking style can be controlled, even in a lab-speech style recording situation. In 

our experience, it helps, for instance, to provide truncated forms (e.g., wanna instead of want to) in 

the written form of these sentences (see also Warner 2012, for more discussion). Another more 

thorny issue is the generation of the stimuli, which should try to approximate the typical usage of 

spoken rather than written language. A sentence such as “the secret was whispered” (Friederici, 

Gunter and Mauth 2004) may be grammatical, but such sentences are not typical of spoken 

language. Even though the examples of Van Berkum et al. (2005, see above) are somewhat more 

“down to earth”, they still feel more like typical written narrative rather than spontaneously 

produced utterance. While there is no hard and fast rule, it should become an important step to 

check how likely a given sentence would be in natural interaction. That is, authors should describe 
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the steps they took to generate materials that are representative for language use outside the lab. 

This is getting easier by the day. Vast amounts of data are coming online as we speak (such as 

spoken parts of the British National Corpus, see Renwick et al. 2013), which allows researchers to 

see whether their constructed sentences structures are likely to occur in natural interactions as well. 

Raising methodological awareness to these issues as a basic step in constructing materials and 

pragmatism seems more important than an ideological debate whether one should only use 

carefully controlled materials or only excerpts from natural interactions. 

To conclude, we have argued here that prediction is much less useful for the recognition of 

reduced words in spontaneous interaction than typically assumed. This raises the question of the 

use of prediction for language processing more generally. We partly tried to resolve this tension by 

proposing turn-taking as function that requires prediction, but other functions are also possible. 

Elman (2009), for instance, suggest that prediction is an important learning mechanism (see also 

Chang, Dell and Bock 2006; Dell and Chang 2014; but see Huettig and Mani, 2016). Such an 

assumption dovetails well with findings that populations that have problems in learning to decode 

written language (e.g., dyslexics, Huettig and Brouwer, 2015 or less opportunity to learn to read and 

write (illiterates, see Huettig and Mishra 2014; Mishra et al. 2012) show decreased anticipatory 

language processing. Given the scarcity of evidence on prediction in spontaneous speech, it is too 

early to close the door on the assumption that prediction may be important for word recognition in 

natural interactions. However, we conjecture that data with speech materials that are ecologically 

valid (see Warner 2012, for suggestions) are necessary to “resurrect” the idea that prediction is 

important for word recognition in natural interactions. 
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1: Difference in fixation proportions to targets compared to the competitors and 

distractors just before target onset in Brouwer et al. (2013).  The error bars indicated one standard 

error around the mean (estimated by subjects). The results show that prediction occurs mostly when 

the context is especially coherent and the speaking style is quite clear. 

 

Figure 2: Fixation proportions for the target words in the different conditions of Brouwer et 

al. (2013) depending on whether (bar type, dark or light) and which type of context was presented. 

The error bars indicated one standard error around the mean (estimated by subjects). Panel A shows 

the results from the actual contexts compared with a random context from the same speaker. Panel 

B shows differences between the actual contexts that were highly or lowly coherent with the target 

sentence. 

 

 


